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aspect ratio of 2-2.5 may be possible. It is expected that
the cost for electricity is comparable to that in a light water
nuclear power plant(Pig.1). The remaining issues are
developments of a promising divertor, efficient current drive
and prevention of current disruption, which are still big
problems to be solved.
As for helical devices, a considerable progress in reactor
design has been seen. It is getting clear that a compact
reactor is difficult to be designed for conventional helical
configurations because spacing is too small for necessary
structural materials in inner side of the torus. A current
carrying helical device whose design is recently in progress
may have a chance to resolve this problem. A large aspect
ratio slender torus is another direction of cost reduction, but
an adequate plasma confinement in a small radius plasma (1
m for example) should be achieved.
In laser inertial confinement fusion, if rapid heating
method is successful, design of a reactor with small power
output will be possible. It is very attractive that R&D cost
for developing a demonstration reactor will be much less
than that in magnetic fusion. The key issue will be
significant cost reduction in diode laser production for use
in commercial power plant.
The above discussion is based on the assumptions that
reactor materials which withstand neutron irradiation of 100




Fig.! Design of compact Tokamak
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Conclusions at the workshop are as follows.
The top priority required in a commercial fusion reactor is
that it is economically competitive with other energy
resources. Recent progress in tokamak fusion reactor design
shows that it is possible to remove inner ohmic solenoid
coils and inner blankets. Then a compact reactor with
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In the start of the workshop, basic standpoint for a
commercial fusion reactor is presentated as follows.
1. Magnetic confinement fusion:
Only a compact and economical fusion reactor will be
accepted by the society, for which neutron wall loading as
large as 7-10 MW1m2 will be required. In order to attain
this requirement, improved confinement of 3 times and
increased critical beta value of 1.5 times will be needed.
Moreover, innovative divertor concepts such as movable
type or poloidal-bundle type divertor should be employed
instead of a conventional poloidal divertor.
2. Inertial confinement fusion
The biggest advantage of inertial confinement fusion over
magnetic confinement one is that a liquid metal wall can be
adopted and the reactor material issue will be less severe.
However, no realistic reactor design has so far been
proposed in which a thick liquid metal wall and several tens
of laser beam ports are compatible. Rapid heating method
developed at Osaka University has opened the possibility of
a reactor with small power output, where realistic reactor
size of 10-20 m in diameter is possible. A dry type or a
wet type solid wall is employable there.
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